Phones you’ll Love to Pick.
**BPL 7110N**
- Tone / Pulse switchable
- Visual ring indication
- Flash, Pause, Radial facility
- Ringer volume control
- Desktop/Wall mountable

**BPL 6390**
- Tone / Pulse switchable
- Visual ring indication
- Flash, Redial facility
- Ring volume control

**BPL 5499 N**
- Tone / Pulse switchable
- Visual ring indication
- Flash, Pause, Mute & Redial facility
- Ringer volume control

**BPL 3600 M**
- Desktop / wall mountable
- Tone / Pulse switchable
- Flash, Pause & Redial facility
- Visual ring Indication
- Ringer volume control

**BPL 2790 N**
- Tone / Pulse switchable
- Flash, Pause & Redial facility
- Visual ring indication
- Ringer volume control

Communicate in style
CALLER ID PHONES

BPL 8802
Caller ID Speaker Phone
- DTMF/FSK Caller ID System with back light
- 70 Incoming / 20 outgoing call memories
- Line Tapping Protection
- Alarm Clock • Calculator function
- Visual ring indication • Dial lock 3 level
- Hold on music • Flash/Pause/Redial
- Tone- Pulse switchable
- Two Way Hands Free speaker phone with Volume control
- Desk Top/Wall mountable

BPL 3087
Caller ID Speaker Phone
- DTMF/FSK Caller ID System with back light
- 30 Incoming /5 outgoing call memories
- Visual ring indication
- 3 One touch memories
- Local Code filtering
- Hold on music • Flash/Pause/Redial
- Tone- Pulse switchable
- 2 Way Hands Free speaker phone with Volume control

BPL 9027
Caller ID Speaker Phone
- DTMF/FSK Caller ID System
- 59 Incoming /15 outgoing call memories
- Local Code filtering
- Hold on music
- Flash/Pause/Redial
- Tone- Pulse switchable
- Two Way Hands Free speaker phone with Volume control
- Desk Top/Wall mountable

BPL 5103N
Caller ID Speaker Phone
- DTMF/FSK Caller ID System
- 32 Incoming /10 outgoing call memories
- Visual ring indication
- Single One touch memory
- Flash/Pause/Redial
- Tone- Pulse switchable
- Two Way Hands Free speaker phone with Volume control
**BOSS SECRETARY SYSTEM**

**BPL Tele Duo 5411**
- Intercom facility between Executive and Secretary Telephones
- Visual indication for Ring and Busy
- Tone / Pulse switchable
- Parallel Phone operation during power failure
- Separate Buzzer for Intercom
- Direct Exchange line Hold, Consultation and Transfer facility
- Uninterrupted conversation over Direct Line during Power failure and Restoration

---

**BPL Telecom Private Limited**
No 53, K.H.Road, Opp. BMTC
Shanthinagar, Bangalore - 560 027
Ph: + 91-80-2227 0206/7/8
Business Enquiry: ctg@bptelecom.com

---

All telephones have In-built AGC facility.
BPL Telecom reserves the right to change the above specification & features without notice.